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What I love about Nicole Bandes as
a presenter is her ability to show up
authentically and captivate an
audience with her personal and
professional story while providing
inspiration and practical advice. If
you are looking for a guest that will
motivate your audience to take
control of their lives and give them a
powerful emotional experience and
connection to humanity, Nicole is
your presenter. 
– Tracy Diziere

/nicolebandes/theVirtualATeam/nicolebandes.virtualateam

Want to Live an AMAZING life AND Grow a Successful Business?

After losing her 17 y/o son, Nicole Bandes discovered her purpose: encourage others to make
time for what matters most. In 2017, Nicole founded Virtual A Team, a virtual services agency
helping overwhelmed coaches and consultants who want to define success by the wealth of
their lives, not the size of their bank accounts. Nicole also shares valuable tips as podcast
host of Coach’s Copilot: Your Online Business Manager.

YES You CAN Build a Successful Business Around an
Amazing Life, Here’s How
Nicole shares her story of how she’s been able to successfully
work less than 20 hours a week while building and growing a
profitable business through outsourcing and delegating.

Why a Virtual Assistant May NOT be Your Best First Hire
and What to Do Instead
When coaches and consultants start thinking about getting help,
they default to hiring a Virtual Assistant. I can share 3 convincing
reasons for why that might not be the best move and what to do
instead.

Do it Yourself or Delegate, How to Earn More by Doing
Less
You can choose to do things you don’t love and aren’t good at or
you can make more money in less time by focusing on the things
that only you can do. Let’s talk about 5 key strategies coaches
can use now to start delegating more and doing less.
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